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Collection Description

Biographical Note
Samuel Beckett (1906-1989), Irish poet, novelist and playwright, was born in Foxrock, Ireland, a suburb of Dublin. He attended the Portora Royal School in Enniskillen and Trinity College Dublin. In 1927, Beckett moved to Paris and taught English at the École Normale Supérieure. In 1930, he published his first poem, "Whoroscope," and returned to Trinity College to teach French. In 1937, he returned to Paris permanently. Beckett continued to publish novels throughout the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s. However, it is the plays he produced during this time for which he is perhaps best known. They include Waiting for Godot (1953), Endgame (1957), Krapp’s Last Tape (1958) and Happy Days (1961). He won the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1969 and continued to write and publish poems and short stories until his death in 1989.

Andra Samelson is an American multi-media artist. She was born in Denver, Colorado, and received a B.A. degree from Sarah Lawrence College (Bronxville, New York). She met Samuel Beckett in Paris in 1981, and the two developed a friendship and correspondence that lasted through the remainder of Beckett’s life.

Scope and Content Note
The collection contains 12 letters from Samuel Beckett to Andra Samelson. The letters document the friendship between Beckett, Samelson, and Samelson’s former husband Lawrence Shainberg.

Arrangement Note
Arranged in chronological order.
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